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CONTACT BRIDGE BY STEVEN BECKER

'Tis Better to Receive Than to Give
the ten, you say to yourself; and West
is able to overruff with the jack, you
are sure to go down. If you decide to
ruff with the king instead, you run
the risk that West might have started
with three trumps to the jack, in
which case you will also go down.

But if your thoughts have been
running in only these two channels
- which card to ruff with - YOlI are
not giving yourself a fair shake. The
fact is that you should not ruff at all!
Instead, you should discard your
eight of diamonds.

This discard changes the com-
plexion of the situation completely.
In the actual case, you have no trou-
ble taking the rest of the tricks, what-
ever East plays next.
It is true that East could have

defeated the contract had he been
smart enough to cash the ace of dia-
monds before he played the ace of

Assume you're declarer at four hearts. In that case you would have
spades and West leads the queen and to go down one regardless of which
another heart. East wins the second card you elected to ruff with.
heart with the king and continues The moral that emerges is clear.
with the ace. This presents you with If you are given a chance to make a
a thorny problem of sorts, since it is contract that could have been
virtually certain from the bidding defeated by better defensive play,
and play that West started with a dou- you should try to take full advantage
blcton heart. of your opportunity. You're not
If you ruff the third heart with expected to reciprocate in kind.

Tomorrow: A little white lie.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
·054
"J86
+KQI073
+AJ

WEST EAST
.J92 .8
"02 "AKl0953
+542 +AJ96
+97653 +104

SOUTH
.AKI0763
"74
+8
+K082

The bidding:
South West North East
1 • Pass :2 + 2 "2. Pass 4.
Opening lead - queen of hearts.
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CROSSWORD
By THOMAS JOSEPH
ACROSS 42 Take the
1 Romulus' helm
twin

6 Snare
10 Laugh-

able
11 Eat away
12 Danger
13 Distance

runner
14 Throw off
15 Artemis'

twin
16 Plop

down
17 Big head
18 Filming

site
19 Level
22 Wallop
23 Snaky

swimmers
26 Reduce
29 Hurried

flight
32 "- folly to

be wise"
33 Last letter 10

34 News-
paper
worker

36 Yard
units

37 Book's
page
number

38 Calendar
page

39 Batting
game for
kids

40 Harmon
of TV

41 Mailed

4/4

DOWN
1 Best for
picking

2 Foes
3 Kind of
bliss

4 Army
group

5 Salt, to 11 Authorizes 28 Lower
Simone 15 Previously 29 Some

6 Jazz 17 Chisel or turns
combo axe 30 Earthen

7 Bakery 20 Weaver's brick
buys creation 31 Lombardy

8 "Rolling in 21 Homer's city
the neighbor 351ncline
Deep" 24 Cough 36 Layout
singer drop choice

9 Candidate 25 Honey 38 Barker
of the 27 Vacuum and
'90s lack Kettle

NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4.75 (check/m.o.) to
Thomas Joseph Book 1, P.O.Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475
12345 6789
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Tuesday's unlisted clue: TOM

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions -
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Wednesday's unlisted clue hint: CAPITAL OF IDAHO

Atlanta Detroit Omaha Seattle
Boston Las Vegas Orlando St. Louis
Chicago Memphis San Diego Wichita
Denver Miami San Jose
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THE FAMILY CIRCUS
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Beetle Bailey

Dustin
GOOD MOr?NING, CLASS.
I'M YOUr? SU5STITUTE
TEACflEr?, Mr? I<UDLlCI<.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, April 4,2012:
This year frustration plays out with confusion. You have the ability
to find clarity by asking questions and confirming what you hear. By
your next birthday, you could become a master of communication.
You will make the right financial choices. If you are single, someone
quite desirable pops into your life from summer on. In fact, you
might even have two choices. If you are attached, the two of you
become closer as you learn to communicate more effectively.
VIRGO makes a great co-worker or pal.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; t-Dificult
ARIES (March 21-ApriI19) *** All work and no play might not

-.o!!lrllEil suit you. Something that occupies your time could feel like a must-
., do. An issue you believed to be resolved actually might not be, as

time reveals. Frustration could result from having to deal with this
_ project or situation again. Tonight: Try a tension-buster.

TAURUS (ApriI20-May 20) **** Manifest some of your creative
solutions, and you'll make a difficult situation or task easier. Don't
be so surprised that you have many people who like being close to
you. Tonight: Break your routine.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) *** Stay close to home if you can.
Somehow, the idea of being out and about might not appeal to
you. A change in the ether helps straighten out a difficult situation
or oroblern. Tonicht Soontaneitv rules.

SARGE GAVE ME A PASS
50 I CAN COME TOYOUR
PLACE FOR DINNER TONIGHT

Pardon My Planet

CANCER (June 21-July 22) ***** It is time to communicate
what is on your mind. You could be confused by a situation.
Perhaps the best way to clear it out is to start sharing. That
statement alone could open up a difficult situation. Tonight: Chat
over a drink and munchies.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) **** You could be taken aback
by sorneone's sharing. Clear the air now that you have more
understanding. If you hold back, you could be inviting more
problems. Think carefully. Someone you admire or trust drops a
nugget of wisdom. Know what works. Tonight: Your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 2 3-Sept. 22) **** Feel free to have a long-
overdue discussion later in the day. The reaction you get might
be a little over-the-top, but you are on your way to clearing out a
misunderstanding. Both of you will be much happier as a result.
Tonight: Be spontaneous.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0d. 22) ** Read between the lines with a special
person in your life. You might wonder why you are acting the way
you are. Be open and authentic, and you can't go wrong. You could
be resolving quite a few issues in the next few months. Tonight: Get
some extra sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) ***** Zero in on what you want
by late afternoon. After recent confusion and setbacks, you might
want to discuss an issue. Listen to your inner voice when speaking
to a child or loved one. The clearer and more carinc vou are. the
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better the relationship will be. Tonight: Where the action is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) *** Delve into a new interest
that could develop into a commitment. Whatever it is, be sure
you want to become involved, as getting out could be a lot more
difficult. A person in your daily life makes quite an offer. Listen, then
decide. Tonight: In the limelight.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) **** You are experiencing a
change within a relationship, and also within yourself. You will start
to see life from an even broader perspective and drop some self-
imposed restrictions. Let your creativity flow. Do you have a good
avenue of self-expression! Tonight: Add spice to your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) **** Just when you are about
to toss your hands in the air, you'll discover that there is another
solution or way. You come from a point of creativity and high
energy. Now you can really talk turkey with a key loved one.
Tonight: Follow someone else's lead.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) **** For now, lie back and allow
others to demonstrate their true colors. A key friendship could be
changing right in front of you. Don't fight what is happening; rather,
ride it out. You finally might be able to clear up a misunderstanding.
Tonight: Take your cue from a friend or loved one.
BORN TODAY
Blues musician Muddy Waters (1915), actor Anthony Perkins (1932),
illusionist David Blaine (1973)
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